Special Product

Our World is Water

Sanding Guide Coat
Sanding Just Became Easier!

Sanding Guide Coat is a very easy to use product, which requires no skill in application and yet will help you
achieve the smoothest possible finish in the least amount of time.

Until you have used Sanding Guide Coat you will simply
not realise what a labour saving product it is!
The human eye cannot easily see fine sanding or scratch marks on a typical
white surface. When you are sanding a white or light coloured surface you
are more or less sanding blind as you cannot see where you have or haven’t
sanded or how well you have sanded any particular area.
This is more so when sanding in sheds where lighting is poor.
Consequently you end up sanding away more by feel rather than by eye until
the surface ‘feels’ smooth.
However, sanding and scratch marks will probably still be present. When you
apply the next coat of paint these marks can print through and if you are at
the top coating stage then they can easily ruin an otherwise
excellent finish.
Sanding Guide Coat aids the human eye by highlighting fine scratches into
easily visible blue lines that can be sanded away as you progress from coarse
to fine sand paper.

Sanding Guide Coat assists in making fine
scratches appear as easily visible blue lines that
can be sanded away as you progress
Guide Coats have been used by the professional
painter for many years and now it’s available for
the DIY user!
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Using the product is very simple.

Simply wipe the product onto the surface with a rag and let it dry (it takes no more than a
minute). Then sand the surface with a chosen grade of paper until the blue colour has all
been removed.
Wipe the surface over again with the Sanding Guide Coat and start sanding with a finer
grade of paper. Before your eyes all the scratches from the previous paper will be
highlighted and you simply sand the whole surface until they have all been removed.
This process is repeated as many times as you want, until you have sanded the surface
with the last grade of paper you wish to use. Sanding Guide Coat will easily reveal fine
scratches made by 1000 grade wet and dry paper, finer than you will ever use on a paint
job.
You will also find that as the surface is smoothed out the Sanding Guide Coat spreads out
further and takes just a little longer to dry indicating the surface is in fact getting smoother.
Another great use for the product is for those with older GRP boats who are doing them
up. Fine hairline cracks in the gel coat can be difficult to see but with Sanding Guide Coat
wiped over the area and then removed with a cleaner such as JIF the fine hairline cracks
will show up, making repair that much easier.
Until you have used Sanding Guide Coat you will simply not realise what a labour saving
product it is!
The coverage rate of products like this are variable but you should achieve around 50
square meters per litre.
To remove splashes or spills use a clean rag and solvent. Stained clothing will be quite
difficult to clean thoroughly.
This product is solvent based so use with adequate ventilation and wear gloves and safety
glasses. Refer to the MSDS for further health and safety information.
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